
DEAL SNAPSHOT

OAKLINS FOUND THE BEST PARTNER TO EXPAND THE 
BUSINESS

Oaklins’ team in Spain provided strategic advisory services during a 
competitive auction process, acting as the exclusive financial advisor to 
RCR’s shareholders and assisting in the preparation of the sale process, 
structuring the transaction and identifying potential buyers, as well as 
negotiations and closing procedures. The team in Germany assisted in 
establishing contact with the Serafin Group.

“I am sure that our new 
partners will support 

our long-term vision to 
be the leading player 
in industrial flooring 

systems that are focused 
on adding value to the 

end consumer.”

EMILIO ESTEBAN  
CEO

RCR INDUSTRIAL 
FLOORING S.A.R.L. SPAIN

Columna Capital and the management team of RCR Industrial Flooring 
S.a.r.l. (RCR) have sold the company to the Serafin Group Ltd.    

Headquartered in Madrid, Spain, RCR is a leading market player for 
industrial flooring systems, providing integrated solutions across 
applications (installation of high specification floors), products (resins, 
hardeners and steel joints) and consultancy services. RCR has over 
800 employees worldwide. The company’s blue-chip customer base 
comprises major global players in a wide range of industries, such as retail, 
logistics, manufacturing, automotive and food. RCR is forecast to reach 
approximately US$187 million in sales in 2019.

Columna Capital is an entrepreneurial investment firm with offices 
in London, Lugano and Luxembourg. It typically invests in profitable 
companies with revenues of US$17 million to US$110 million. Since the 
entry of Columna Capital, RCR has doubled revenues and substantially 
increased EBITDA, overseeing a complete transformation which has given 
rise to its current leadership position. This includes expansion into Latin 
American and African markets as well as the acquisition of several strategic 
companies, consolidating RCR’s integrated business model. 

The Munich-based Serafin Group concentrates on investments in 
established, small and mid-sized companies in industrial business sectors. 
The Group has 10 companies in its portfolio.

Helping to find  
the next stage partner
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MARKET TRENDS & DEAL DRIVERS

RCR operates exclusively in the niche market of professional 
flooring solutions, offering a unique business model which 
promotes a direct and fluent relationship with end-user clients. 
Despite there being a large number of players operating within 
the application solutions services sector, RCR is the only global 
player providing three integrated business lines: applications, 
products and services, creating significant cross-selling 
between divisions. This provides RCR with long-standing 
and high-quality relationships with end clients, allowing the 
company access to new markets and to become a key partner 
in international expansion strategies.

RCR operates mainly in Spain and France, where it has 
approximately 20% of market share. Both markets are very 
fragmented with a large number of small flooring specialist 
players. After the global financial crisis, many larger companies 
disappeared and were replaced by smaller entities, putting 
pressure on small, proximity projects. 

Additionally, RCR, as a strategic partner to its end clients, has 
benefited from their international expansion strategies across 
multiple geographies such as Latin America and Northern 
Africa, which are characterized by flooring contractors offering 
cheap labor with limited expertise.

 JOSÉ FALGÁS 

Partner
Spain
T:  +34 913 08 30 37

José has 20 years’ experience in M&A. 
He has worked on many M&A and 
capital market transactions with most of 
the large Spanish financial institutions 
and energy groups. Recent transactions 
he has closed include the acquisitions 
of Fiora Bath Collections, S.L. by 
Royo Group, S.L. and of Troostwijk 
Groep B.V. by Tinsa Transacciones 
Inmobiliarias S.A. José also provided 
strategic advisory services to Quimi 
Romar S.L.U.’s shareholders during a 
competitive auction process. 

OUR INDUSTRY SPECIALIST

M&A VALUATION ASPECTS

The valuation aspects of this transaction 
are highly sensitive and confidential. 
Due to the special nature of RCR, the 
valuation of the company has taken into 
consideration the existence of three 
different, but related, business lines as 
well as potential synergies derived from 
these integrated activities. 
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OAKLINS HAS CLOSED 475 DEALS IN  
PRIVATE EQUITY

Oaklins is the world’s most experienced mid-market M&A advisor, with 800 
professionals globally and dedicated industry teams in 40 countries worldwide. 

We have closed over 1,500 transactions in the past five years.

“We are looking forward to seeing how 
RCR develops the next stage of the project 

within the Serafin Group. We are very 
proud to be part of this exciting transaction 

and we would be delighted to continue 
working with the management team in 
further inorganic strategic initiatives.”

JOSÉ FALGÁS 
PARTNER 

OAKLINS, SPAIN 
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